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ABSTRACT
The career opportunities in computer programming are vast and rapidly increasing. Skilled software engineers, programmers, and developers are vigorously in demand worldwide. The capability to forecast a student's future career can be helpful in a wide variety of pedagogical practices. Data mining is becoming a more robust tool for analysis and forecasting. Therefore, to forecast career placement probabilities in the programming field, data mining classification and forecast techniques are used in this study to facilitate prospective students to make sensible career decisions. To achieve this objective, passed-out graduates' data is utilized, which comprises features like graduates' educational attainments in pre-university grades, i.e. grades of matriculation and intermediate, programming courses taught in early semesters along with the Cumulative Grade Point Average (CGPA) with the internship experience, gender, and family demographic information. Various multi-way Classification Trees are generated, which could help students to choose a branch with high career placement probabilities. From historical data, the Classification Trees have determined whether the branch is 'Good', 'Satisfactory', or 'Poor' based on the given information. The experimental findings indicate that all the features significantly influence the career placement probabilities in the programming field.

1. Introduction

1.1 Contextual and Hypothetical Framework
As the world is changing rapidly, education is rising as an essential means for fostering people, developing society, and building an important mechanism for a quality workforce developing worldwide. Therefore, the growth of education is still crucial and dedicated to cultivating human resources to keep walking back and forth with changes in the economic and social systems to for establish an education system to better academics and careers [1–3].

The biggest challenge to pursuing higher education is choosing an appropriate field for higher studies. Therefore, one of the most vital decisions for students is
to make a better career choice based on their field of study in life. Nevertheless, it often happens that the decision is strongly influenced by the factors around students, such as career doubts, parents, peers, etc. Therefore, in such a case, students probably make the wrong decision regarding their career selection according to their interests [4–6].

The main task is to identify critical factors influencing student career planning which acts as a stepping-stone in a career. Among the careers, one of the most important and worthwhile careers is computer programming. Because computer programming has turned up as an essential field of innovation, research, and career in the last few decades. The career opportunities in computer programming are endless and constantly evolving. Hence, careers in computer programming are always very demanding for developers, programmers, and software engineers worldwide [7, 8].

Hence, educational data mining is employed in this study to extract relevant information from graduated student data. Educational data mining is the large-scale processing of data to find hidden patterns and relationships in educational data. Educational data mining is an evolution to accumulate and infer the data stored in a database to retrieve information that can reveal hidden knowledge and patterns. In addition, data mining aims to find important information mixed with other data [3, 5, 9].

1.2 Research Objectives and Questions

In this study, data mining techniques are used to find out career placement probabilities in the field of computer programming [10]. The rationale is to anticipate information concerning forthcoming students’ career placement probabilities in the programming field that could help them find a better fit in programming careers or not. This study focuses on five different perspectives regarding career placement probabilities in the programming field.

**Question 1:** Is it possible to forecast career placement probabilities in the field of computer programming using graduates’ pre-university grades with sufficient accuracy?

**Question 2:** Is it possible to forecast career placement probabilities in the field of computer programming using graduates’ programming courses and CGPA with sufficient accuracy?

**Question 3:** In the field of computer programming, is it possible to forecast career placement probabilities using a graduates’ family background with sufficient accuracy?

**Question 4:** To what extent does an internship experience in computer programming influence computer programming career placement probabilities with sufficient accuracy?

**Question 5:** Does gender influence career aspirations relating to career placement probabilities in the field of computer programming?

In the following sequence, the remainder of the paper is structured. The next section is dedicated to the literature analysis and is accompanied by a summary of approaches to data mining. Then, in section four, we describe the data, pre-processing, and methodology for this research. In the following section, the results and discussion are presented. The final section provides a conclusion and addresses emerging directions for future endorsements.

2. Literature Review

This study involves critical perspectives of educational data mining, i.e., focusing on forecasting graduates’ academic performances and linking this with predicting students’ career placement probabilities, especially relating to the field of computer programming. This review highlights the present literature’s strengths and weaknesses and imparts a unique contribution that studies ensure in this field.

2.1 Related Works on Predicting Graduates’ Academic Performance

Different data mining methods have been applied in [11] to study undergraduate students’ academic performances in four years. They have concentrated on two aspects of students’ performance. First, predicting students' achievement at the end of the four-year degree program; second, reviewing typical progressions and combining them with predicted results. Various classification techniques such as artificial neural networks, decision tree induction, k-nearest neighbours, naive bayes, random forest trees, rule induction, and clustering techniques such as k-means and x-means have been employed in a study. As a result, two main groups of students were identified, i.e., the low and high-attaining students. The study results show that a small number of courses are indicators of good or bad performance. In particular, it can be possible to promptly provide
warnings, support low-achieving students, counsel, and provide high-performing students opportunities.

Three classification algorithms, including J48 decision trees, k-nearest neighbour, and naïve bayes, have been used in [12] to assess students' performances in different engineering technologies. In this study, only one (primary) course using pre-examination marks of three different engineering technologies belonging to different cohorts are analysed to determine the pedagogical progress of students in their related engineering fields and their learning behaviours in the specific courses to prepare for the final examination based on their pre-examination marks. The study further revealed that the J48 decision tree and k-NN classification techniques attained the highest accuracies.

A study in [13] is aimed to validate a tool that measures students' learning behaviours and participation with skills that are defined as essential to student achievement. The academic, behavioural skills with self-efficacy, social skills, self-control, behavioural engagement, cognitive engagement, emotional engagement, correlation of employment and education, behavioural skills, and academic performance are the selected measures used in this validation study. Data of 8,520 students studying in 10th grade from four countries were analysed through item response theory. The research shows a positive and significant correlation among the selected measures involving self-reporting and performance-based academic performance.

An investigation in [14] applied k-means and x-means clustering techniques to find the association between students' academic performance and their personal and social factors. These findings indicate a set of personal and social factors that significantly influence students' performance, such as parental occupation, parental qualifications, and income levels. The study concluded that results from both algorithms show that parental occupation, parental qualifications, income level, and the number of hours spent with friends per week perform an essential role in students' academic performance. Furthermore, percentage of high school, family size, mode of transportation, parental status, and the number of friends were not influential factors.

A study in [15] describes a Spark-based framework for information extraction using raw data. The data was divided among the 14 faculties with 61271 undergraduate students per 2389 courses. This record contains 35 fields with details about students like grades in some courses. Still, the study focused on four primary areas like student identity, faculty name, course identification, and related courses. Different machine learning techniques like Baseline, IBCF, UBCF, ALS, ALS_NN, ALS_NN_IBCF, and ALS_IBCF were integrated for training the prediction model. An evaluation of five experiments shows that the finding for influencing factors or aspects plays a vital role in the accuracy of prediction problems.

2.2 Related Works on Predicting And Guiding Graduates' Careers

Incremental ensemble techniques to predict students' career choice is presented in [16]. The three classifiers, including K-NN, Naïve Bayes, and SVM, have been used with a voting scheme. The dataset was based on a psychometric test with 300 students in 16 to 20. The 300 samples of 10 attributes and seven classes show the type of student interest. The algorithms for ensemble training used in these findings are considered helpful for providing the best career choices for students with better accuracy.

A Multi-way Decision Tree using an information gain is generated in [17], which helps applicants choose a high career placement branch. Data comprise feedback from diploma holders, graduates, and post-graduates in engineering from various engineering institutions and polytechnics between 2000 and 2003. The prediction model is based on the data between 2000-2002 and tested the data from 2003. The dataset used in this exploration contains student information about gender, reservation, sector, and entrance rank. The results returned or predicted the branch that can be excellent, good, average, or poor for the previous records applicants.

Students' career choices depend on their professional skills, the regularity of attitudes, and other relevant behaviours discussed in [18]. The Approach Cluster Centres based on XGBOOST (ACCBOX) model was proposed concerning students' career choice predictions. Evaluation using the smart card data set of 4,634 students in the same grade belonging to 16 colleges. The dataset used in this research entails four types of data: academic performance, students' necessary information, behavioural data, and data on career choice. Several experiments show that the method used in research is better than other methods of predicting career choices.

The Intuitive Career System was created to predict a career that meets the student's aptitude and personality in [19]. The students' personalities are defined through their social media accounts via Facebook Graph API. The students' aptitude, personality, and background
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information are the parameters set to predict careers. The classification algorithms: K-NN and Stochastic Gradient Descent have been applied to all three datasets. On the other hand, Logistic Regression was used for background information and personality data. However, the Logistic Regression algorithm cannot be applied to aptitude data due to overfitting. Therefore, a Random Forest is used for background data sets to allocate weights to the features. The models provide an average accuracy of 77.41% in support of aptitude, i.e., 75.4% in support of personality and 60.09% in support of background information. The results revealed that the student's aptitude and personality were the responsible predictors concerning correct career decisions.

The recommendation system comprising decision tree and linear regression algorithms has been employed in [20] for career path selection. The career path recommendation system has five modules: students, admin, recommendation, feedback, and chatbot modules. The study results conclude that a recommendation system was developed for the students, and several tests were performed. They analysed the student performances, and the results originated in a chart form.

3. Data Mining Approaches

To extract hidden knowledge from educational data, various data mining strategies of classification and prediction may be used. This section explains the five classification forecasting techniques used in this study: k-Nearest Neighbour, Classification Tree, Support Vector Machine, Naïve Bayes, and Logistic Regression. When a class, also known as a label or a discrete attribute, is forecast using a classifier, it is called classification. A classifier generates a classification model based on training data, which involves objects defined by the values they have with a set of attributes, with one attribute being identified as the class. The created model should match well with the training data and accurately forecast the class or label of data samples, i.e., the test data, which is a different collection of data not used to create the classifier [11, 20]. The data mining classification and forecasting approaches used in this study are described below:

3.1 K-Nearest Neighbour

The k-Nearest Neighbour (k-NN) algorithm is a method of calculating the distance between two points. This data mining algorithm is simple but efficient. It can be used for both classification and regression. It is, however, most commonly used in classification prediction. The spatial domain looks for the k-nearest training examples and uses the average of those as a prediction. The k-nearest neighbour algorithm classifies new unlabelled data by looking at the groups of its closest neighbours. Unlabelled data is determined by a constant number of nearest neighbours in the k-NN algorithm, where k is a positive integer. The value of k is essential since it specifies the algorithm's accuracy and robustness [21].

3.2 Classification Tree

A classification tree is a simple algorithm that divides data into nodes based on the purity of the class. A classification tree consists of root, branches, and leaf nodes. Each internal node represents attribute testing, each branch represents the outcome, and each leaf node represents a class label. The root node is the tree's topmost node. Each internal node represents a test on an attribute. Each leaf node defines a class. Tree pruning eliminates anomalies in the training data caused by noise or outliers. The trees that have been pruned are smaller and less complicated. It can also be used for classification as well as regression [22].

3.3 Support Vector Machine

Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a data mining algorithm that uses a hyperplane to partition the attribute space, optimizing the margin between grouped into various classes or class values. As a result, the method often produces exceptional predictive efficiency. The optimal hyperplane in an SVM is measured to optimize the model's generalization potential. However, suppose the training data are not conditionally independent. In that case, the classifier generated may not have a strong generalization potential, even if the hyperplanes are optimally defined, i.e., the original input space is converted into a higher-dimensional space called "feature space" to optimize the space between classes. As a result, SVM is one of the most efficient and reliable classifications and regression algorithms [23].

3.4 Naïve Bayes

One of the most well-known data mining algorithms is the Naïve Bayes algorithm. Primarily focused on Bayes' theorem and the presumption of feature independence, this is a quick and easy probabilistic classifier. From the data, Naïve Bayes learns a Naïve Bayesian model. As a result, naive Bayes classifiers perform well in diverse real-world contexts. Furthermore, the classifier can be trained incrementally with naive Bayes because it only takes a limited amount of training data to approximate the parameters used for classification. Thus, the algorithm is beneficial for classification tasks [24].
3.5 Logistic Regression

Logistic regression is a classification algorithm that uses supervised learning to predict the probability of a target variable. The existence of the target or dependent variable is dichotomous, implying that there are only two groups. Thus, a logistic regression model forecasts P(Y=1) as a function of X mathematically. In basic terms, the dependent variable is binary, with data coded as 1 (representing success/yes) or 0 (representing failure/no) [25].

4. Data, Pre-processing and Methodology

4.1 Data

The data have been collected from a four-year degree program in Software Engineering comprised of graduates’ educational attainments in pre-university grades i.e., grades of matriculation and intermediate programming courses taught in initial semesters along with the Cumulative Grade Point Average (CGPA) with the internship experience, gender, and family demographic information at a private engineering university in Pakistan. The data used in this research encompasses 450 graduates’ who graduated in two consecutive academic cohorts respectively.

Features relating to graduates’ pre-university grades i.e., matriculation and intermediate, the marks of two programming courses i.e., SWE-102 Programming Fundamentals and SWE-103 Object-Oriented Programming taught over the first year of the degree program, CGPA, gender, internship experience in the field of programming, and the family demographic and socio-economic information such as parent’s qualification, income, and occupation are included in the data collection (see Table 1).

The pre-university grades, two programming courses, CGPA, and gender information are gathered from the university database. The information on the remaining features i.e., family demography and internship experience, are accumulated through an online survey using Google forms from December 2019 to December 2021. The Orange software has been used to implement data mining techniques in this analysis [26].

| Table 1 |
| List of features with their description |
| Features | Description |
| Pre-University Grades: | |
| Matric / Intermediate Grades | |
| Matric / Intermediate Grades | |
| CGPA | Grade Point % Marks Remarks |
| 4.00 | 90-100 | Extra Ordinary |
| 3.7-3.9 | 85-89 | Excellent |
| 3.5-3.6 | 80-84 | Very Good |
| 3.2-3.4 | 75-79 | Good |
| 3.0-3.1 | 70-74 | Above Average |
| 2.5-2.9 | 65-69 | Average |
| 2.0-2.4 | 60-64 | Satisfactory |
| 1.0-1.9 | 50-59 | Pass |
| 0.00 | 0-49 | Fail |
| Gender | Male, Female |
| Family Demography: | |
| Parent’s Qualification | Some Education, Less than Matric Pass, Matric Pass, Inter Pass, Diploma |
| Parent’s Qualification | Certificate, Bachelor’s Degree, Master’s Degree, Doctoral Degree |
| Parent’s Income | Very High, High, Medium, Low, Very Low |
| Parent’s Occupation | Banking, Government, Pharmaceutical, Construction, General Business / Trade, Real Estate, Education / Teaching, Engineering, Sales, Private, Management, Retired, Programming |
| Internship Experience | Yes, No |
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4.2 Pre-processing

Since irrelevant features have a negative impact on proximity measures and eradicate the tendency to perform forecasts with sufficient accuracy, they can make good forecasts impossible. The goal of using available data is to create informative models that turn relevant features into useful information [27]. However, collecting, cleaning, and converting data is essential in the data mining process. Data that is erroneous is perplexing because there is no solution. Pre-processing is important for delivering higher-quality analysis outcomes for data researchers, data scientists, and enterprise users to avoid this [6, 28, 29].

Data is unidentified, obfuscated, unclassified, and unfixed. As a result, it is critical to ensure that users are not burdened by inaccurate, out-of-range, or missing values, which leads to weak solutions. Data cleaning is the process of removing redundancies from a database, and processing and storing missing, noisy, and inconsistent data [5, 29]. Data pre-processing has been performed based on imputing missing values, selecting relevant features, and normalizing features using an Orange tool.

Remove rows with missing values is applied under impute missing values pre-processor. Only the most useful features are output by selecting relevant features pre-processor. ANOVA (that allows to comparison the means of two or more samples) is used to calculate a score. The number of variables on the output is referred to as strategy. The fixed value is set to 10 for the number of features since it returns a set of top-scoring variables. Values are normalized by using normalized features pre-processor to a general scale i.e., standardize to µ=0, σ²=1. Values can be centred using the mean or median, or they can be left alone. The dataset chosen for this research is of high quality, with no missing values. If the datasets have missing values or outliers, they must be detected and processed properly.

4.3 Methodology

Classification techniques (or classifiers) forecast the class or label of a data object under data mining techniques. A set of attributes describes a data object. Data items with a known label or class make up a training dataset. A classifier uses a learning algorithm to build a model that best describes the connection between the training dataset's attributes and class labels. The learning algorithm's model should accurately forecast the class label of the testing data, which is unrelated to the training data and hence not needed to create the classifier. Typically, the performance of classification models is assessed by counting the number of test records that the model correctly and wrongly forecasts [30].

There are many different types of classifiers, and none of them is known to perform better in all cases. This is true for educational and career-related information as well. As a result, one must evaluate if one classifier outperforms the others in a specific field. In this research, the five data mining predictive classification techniques that have been employed that have given the best results are k-Nearest Neighbour, Classification Tree, Support Vector Machine, Naïve Bayes, and Logistic Regression [16, 31].

The data, together with the selected features, is inputted into Orange for pre-processing and analysis, as mentioned previously. The data is separated into training and testing segments since it is necessary to evaluate models once they have been trained. Following that, the data of each batch or cohort (a total of 450 occurrences) is trained with a 70 percent training and 30 percent testing split using a fixed proportion of data [32]. The models have been trained or labelled into three classes as ‘Good’, ‘Satisfactory’, and ‘Poor’ according to the graduates' attainments in CGPA and in both programming courses as high, average, and low attainments respectively.

5. Results and Discussion

This section summarizes the results from the methodology mentioned above, which included assessing and comparing the performance of the classifiers, concentrating on research objectives, and evaluating the performance metrics of the classifiers.

5.1 Performance Metrics Evaluation

The data must be correctly processed before executing the classifiers for the model to learn more about the patterns successfully. The preceding section stated the dataset description of academic and demographic features used in this investigation. Assessing a model's quality might be difficult without looking at its training and testing results. The use of a performance metric generally accomplishes this, whether it be measuring the kind of error, the model fit's accuracy, or some other method [32]. To forecast the students' career placement probabilities in the programming field, AUC (Area under the ROC Curve), CA (Classification accuracy), F1-measure, Precision, and Recall are chosen as performance metrics and evaluated to estimate the
classifier's performance on each cohort dataset (see Table 2).

**Table 2**

Summary of Classifiers Performance Metrics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifiers</th>
<th>Cohort 1</th>
<th>Cohort 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AUC</td>
<td>CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k-Nearest Neighbor</td>
<td>0.912</td>
<td>86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classification Tree</td>
<td>0.955</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support Vector Machine</td>
<td>0.982</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naïve Bayes</td>
<td>0.988</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logistic Regression</td>
<td>0.993</td>
<td>93%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The area under the ROC curve is used to compare the efficacy of tests since the area under a ROC curve is a degree of the expediency of a test overall, with a greater area indicating a more helpful test. Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) is a term that refers to how well a technique works [33]. The number of accurate forecasts divided by the total number of forecasts is the classification accuracy metric, which describes the performance of a classification model. It is the most often used metric for comparing classifier models since it is simple to compute and interpret (see Eq. 1).

The F-score, also known as the F1-score, is a metric for how accurately a model has performed on a given dataset. It is used to assess binary classification algorithms that classify instances as either "positive" or "negative." The F1-score, described as the harmonic mean of the model's accuracy and recall, implies combining the model's precision and recall (see Eq. 2). The fraction of true positives with the instances classified as positive is known as precision (see Eq. 3). The fraction of true positives with all positive instances in the data is known as recall (see Eq. 4) [3].

\[
\text{Accuracy} = \frac{(\text{Correct graduates career placement probabilities})}{(\text{Number of graduates instances})} = \frac{(TP+TN)}{(TP+FP+FN+TN)} \tag{1}
\]

\[
F1 = 2 \cdot \frac{(\text{precision}. \text{recall})}{(\text{precision}+\text{recall})} = \frac{(TP)}{(TP+\frac{1}{2}(FP+FN))} \tag{2}
\]

Where,

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{(\text{True positive graduates career placement probabilities})}{(\text{Total positive graduates career placement probabilities})} = \frac{(TP)}{(TP+FP)} \tag{3}
\]

\[
\text{Recall} = \frac{(\text{True positive graduates career placement probabilities})}{(\text{Number of positive graduates instances})} = \frac{(TP)}{(TP+FN)} \tag{4}
\]

Where,

\( TP \) stands for the measure of data that is correctly predicted to be of current relevance to a class.

\( TN \) is the measure of data that is correctly predicted to be indifferent to a class.

\( FP \) stands for the measure of data that is incorrectly predicted to be of current relevance to a class.

\( FN \) stands for the measure of data that is incorrectly predicted as indifferent by a class.

5.2 Prediction Results and Recommendations

The data of the graduates have been collected from two consecutive cohorts comprising academic features i.e. pre-university grades i.e., matriculation and intermediate, the marks of two programming courses i.e., SWE-102 Programming Fundamentals and SWE-103 Object-Oriented Programming taught over the first year of the degree program, and CGPA and demographic and socio-economic features i.e. gender, internship experience in the field of programming.
parent’s qualification, income, and occupation to forecast the students’ career placement probabilities into three classes classified as good, satisfactory, or poor.

In this research, the five classifiers were analysed. Their performance was evaluated on two separate datasets with 70% training data and 30% testing data split with stratified sampling. Stratified sampling divides the population into smaller groups or strata to complete the training process. The strata are created using standard features found in the population data [34]. The forecast results are based on the training process using the five classifiers: k-Nearest Neighbour, Classification Tree, Support Vector Machine, Naïve Bayes, and Logistic Regression, as mentioned earlier. The performance of the classifiers is then compared in terms of accuracy [35]. Among the classifiers, the Classification Tree gave the highest accuracy for both datasets. The tree visualizations about analysis for both cohort datasets are presented in Appendices A (see Figs. A1-A5) and B (see Figs. B1-B5).

A. Classification Tree Forecasts and Recommendations Using Pre-University Grades

The Classification Tree in Fig. A1 shows that the tree is constructed with 23 nodes and 12 leaves for cohort 1 around the feature Intermediate Grade with the class ‘Good’ as the root-splitting criterion. One notices six instances out of 9 instances are classified as ‘Poor’ when their Intermediate Grade is A-1, and Matric Grades are A-1, A, B, or C. Similarly, 126 instances out of 216 instances are classified as ‘Good’ when their Intermediate Grades are A, B, or C and Matric Grades are A-1, A, B, or C.

The Classification Tree in Fig. B1 shows that the tree is constructed with 23 nodes and 12 leaves for cohort 2 around the feature Intermediate Grade with the class ‘Good’ as the root-splitting criterion. One notices five instances are classified as ‘Poor’ when their Intermediate Grade is A-1. Similarly, 136 out of 220 instances are classified as ‘Good’ when their Intermediate Grades are A, B, or C and Matric Grades are A-1, A, B, C, or D.

This recommends that graduates with an A-1 grade in an intermediate will surprisingly have a poor career in the programming field. Therefore, the chances of career placement probability in a programming field are low for A-1 grade holders. However, graduates who got A, B, or C grades in an intermediate will likely have a promising career in a programming field, so the chances of career placement probability in a programming field are high. On the other hand, the graduates who acquired A-1, A, B, or C grades for both cohorts and precisely a D grade for the only second cohort in matriculation will likely have a promising career, and thus, the chances of career placement probability in a programming field are high. Besides, one might wonder if the Classification Tree classifier did not classify the instances with matriculation and intermediate grades in a ‘Satisfactory’ class. Therefore, Research Question 1 is answered positively in this study, as it is possible to forecast career placement probabilities in computer programming using pre-university grades with sufficient accuracy.

B. Classification Tree Forecasts and Recommendations Using Programming Courses and CGPA

The Classification Tree for cohort 1 is created with nine nodes and five leaves around the feature CGPA, with the class 'Good' as the root-splitting criterion, as shown in Fig. A2. One can observe that graduates get a degree with a CGPA of more than 2.06. They are classified as 'Good' in 127 out of 225 instances. The remaining instances with a CGPA less than 2.06 are classified as 'Poor.' Similarly, when the graduates attained more than 48 marks in both programming courses, i.e., SWE-102 with 36 out of 44 occurrences and SWE-103 with 62 out of 98 occurrences, are classified as 'Satisfactory', and the rest of the instances with marks less than equal to 48 in both courses are classified as 'Poor.'

The Classification Tree for cohort 2 is created with seven nodes and four leaves around the feature CGPA, with the class 'Good' as the root-splitting criterion, as shown in Fig. B2. One can observe that when the graduates got a degree with a CGPA of more than 0.00, they are classified as 'Good' in 137 out of 225 instances, and the rest with a CGPA less than and equal to 0.00 are classified as 'Poor.' Similarly, when the graduates attained more than 47 marks in a programming course, SWE-102 with 57 out of 88 occurrences and more than 37 marks in a programming course, SWE-103 with 31 out of 49 occurrences are classified as 'Satisfactory.' The rest of the instances are classified as 'Poor' with marks less than and equal to 47 in SWE-102 and less than and equal to 37 in SWE-103, respectively.
This recommends that the chances of career placement probability in a programming field will likely be high for those graduates who acquired more than 2.06 CGPA belonging to cohort 1 and more than 0.00 CGPA belonging to cohort 2. In contrast, the graduates who scored more than 48 marks in both programming courses in cohort 1 and more than 47 marks in a course SWE-102 with more than 37 marks in course SWE-103 in cohort 2 will likely have good chances of career placement probability in a programming field.

A 2-dimensional scatter plot visualizations for both cohorts are provided below (see Fig.s 1 and 2). The data is represented as a series of points, with the x-axis attribute defining the horizontal axis position w.r.t the programming course SWE-102 and the y-axis attribute determining the vertical axis position w.r.t the programming course SWE-103. The Fig.s below show that the graduates' marks in SWE-102 and SWE-103 have a positive linear relationship. This implies that as graduates' marks in SWE-103 increase, the graduates' marks in SWE-102 increase as well. It does not imply that an increase in the graduates' marks in SWE-103 triggers the graduates' marks in SWE-102 to increase. It is noteworthy from the scatter plot visualizations that some data instances are overlapped and mixed for all three classes' which means they have misclassified instances for both features.

A heat map is created by grouping the graduates' belonging to both cohorts into three classes’ w.r.t two programming courses to understand better, how they have evolved (see Fig. 3 and Fig. 4). The values of the class or label feature are shown at the left based on their tuples' columns, i.e., SWE-102 and SWE-103. Colours in a heat map visualization are used to indicate the values: the greater the value, the darker the colour shown. The change in colour of the columns in both cohorts' heat map visualizations tends to be redder, which corresponds to the graduates' who attained high marks in both courses. These courses progress from low to high attainments (from blue to red) as shown at the top of the visualizations, and the colour shift closely corresponds to the classes; this is specifically true for the graduates who are likely to have a promising, poor, or satisfactory career in the programming field based on their attainments in both programming courses. As a result, Research Question 2 is answered positively in this study because the programming courses and CGPA may be used to forecast career placement possibilities in computer programming with sufficient accuracy.
As illustrated in Fig. A3, the Classification Tree for cohort 1 is constructed with 77 nodes and 39 leaves around the feature Parent's Occupation, with the class 'Good' as the root-splitting criterion. The top professions of the graduate's parents are input to find out the influence of parents' occupation on graduates when selecting programming as a career. It is noteworthy when the parent's occupations are Management (3 out of 5 instances), Sales (20 out of 22 instances), Government (28 out of 42 instances), Engineering (13 out of 16 instances), and Retired (27 out of 34 instances) are purely classified as 'Good.' At the same time, when the occupations are Construction (22 out of 24 instances), Pharmaceutical (6 out of 14 instances), Private (31 out of 54 instances), and Education / Teaching (5 out of 7 instances) are partially classified as 'Good' or 'Poor'. Similarly, when the parent's occupations are, Banking
and Programming (5 out of 9 instances) are classified as 'Satisfactory,' and when the parent's occupations are General Business / Trade, (9 out of 16 instances) are classified as 'Poor'.

The next node of the Classification Tree is constructed around the feature Parent's Qualification. It is notable when the parent's qualifications are Doctoral Degree (21 out of 43 instances), Inter Pass (20 out of 33 instances), Some Education (22 out of 44 instances), Less than X class (26 out of 50 instances), Master's Degree (25 out of 48 instances), and Diploma / Certificate (10 out of 14 instances) are partially classified as 'Good' or 'Poor'. However, when the parent's qualification is Matric Pass (5 out of 8 instances) are only classified as 'Good', and when the parent's qualification is Bachelor's Degree (38 out of 60 instances) are partially classified as 'Good', 'Satisfactory', or 'Poor'.

The next node of the Classification Tree is constructed around the feature Parent's Income. It is notable when parents' incomes are High (24 out of 30 instances), Very Low (63 out of 88 instances), and Very High (59 out of 84 instances) are only classified as 'Good', 'Satisfactory', or 'Poor'. Moreover, when the parent's income is Medium (82 out of 131 instances) is partially classified as 'Good' or 'Poor', and when the parent's income is Low (23 out of 32 instances) is partially classified as 'Good' or 'Satisfactory.'

As illustrated in Fig. B3, the Classification Tree for cohort 2 is constructed with 89 nodes and 45 leaves around the feature Parent's Occupation, with the class 'Good' serving as the root-splitting criterion. It is noteworthy when the parent's occupations are Private (38 out of 49 instances), Banking (11 out of 13 instances), Sales (8 out of 8 instances), Construction (3 out of 4 instances), General Business / Trade (16 out of 25 instances), Education / Teaching (9 out of 15 instances), Retired (15 out of 25 instances), and Pharmaceutical (16 out of 30 instances) are completely classified as 'Good', while when the occupations are Government (23 out of 50 instances), Management (13 out of 23 instances), and Engineering (6 out of 8 instances) are partially classified as 'Good' or 'Poor'.

Here also, the next node of the Classification Tree is constructed around the feature Parent's Qualification. It is notable when parent's qualifications are Less than X class (22 out of 25 instances), Master's Degree (38 out of 59 instances), and Matric Pass (16 out of 25 instances) are partially classified as 'Good', 'Satisfactory', or 'Poor'. However, when the parent's qualification is a Bachelor's Degree (30 out of 51 instances) is simply classified as 'Good'. When the parent's qualification is Some Education (22 out of 31 instances) and Diploma / Certificate (27 out of 38 instances) are partially classified as 'Good' or 'Poor', and when the parent's qualification is Inter Pass (31 out of 43 instances) and Doctoral Degree (7 out of 8 instances) are partially classified as 'Good' or 'Satisfactory'.

The feature Parent's Income is the focus of the Classification Tree's next node. It is notable when parent's incomes are High (20 out of 35 instances), Very Low (36 out of 61 instances), Medium (77 out of 131 instances), Low (27 out of 43 instances), and Very High (36 out of 61 instances) are partially classified as 'Good' or 'Poor'.

This recommends that when the parent occupations of the graduates belonging to both cohorts are Sales and Retired, they will likely have high chances of career placement probability in a programming field. Whereas, as far as the other occupations are concerned, the chances of career placement probability will likely be diversified. Interestingly, the chances of career placement probability for the graduates will likely be high when their parent's qualifications are Matric Pass for cohort 1 and Bachelor's Degree for cohort 2, and for the rest of the parent's qualifications input, the chances of career placement probability will likely to be diversified. Similarly, the distinguished results are generated on the parent incomes of the graduates belonging to both cohorts. So the chances of career placement probability will likely be completely diversified here. Therefore, Research Question 3 is answered a trivial positively with digressions.

D. Classification Tree Forecasts and Recommendations Using Internship Experience

The Classification Tree for cohort 1 is formed with three nodes and two leaves around the feature Internship Experience, with the class 'Good' acting as the root-splitting criterion, as shown in Fig. A4. Interestingly, in both cases, when the graduates either have or have no internship experience, i.e. (45 out of 67 instances) and (82 out of 158 instances) respectively, are all classified as 'Good'.

Almost the same Classification Tree as shown in Fig. B4 is generated for cohort 2 only with the difference of the number of instances, i.e. (117 out of 194 instances) with no internship experience and (18 out of 31 instances) with having an internship experience are all classified as 'Good'.
This recommends that regardless the graduates have internship experience in computer programming or not, they will likely have a high chance of career placement probability in the programming field. Even though it is a matter of fact that an internship experience assists learners in making links between their traditional courses and the job. In addition, surprisingly the Classification Tree classifier did not depict the instances with the internship experience in a 'Satisfactory' and 'Poor' class. Hence, Research Question 4 is answered positively, since an internship experience, to some extent, may influence the career placement probabilities in the field of computer programming for graduates with sufficient accuracy.

E. Classification Tree Forecasts and Recommendations Using Gender

As shown in Fig. A5, the Classification Tree for cohort 1 has three nodes and two leaves centred on the feature Gender, with the class 'Good' serving as the root-splitting criterion. The output clearly shows that both males (94 out of 188 instances) and females (33 out of 37 instances) are classified as 'Good'.

For cohort 2, a nearly identical Classification Tree is constructed as shown in Fig. B5, except for the number of instances, which are all classed as 'Good', i.e. (89 out of 172 instances) of males and (47 out of 53 instances) of females.

This recommends that both male and female graduates will likely have high chances of career placement probability in the programming field. Here also surprisingly, the Classification Tree classifier did not depict the instances with the gender in a 'Satisfactory' and 'Poor' class. Therefore, Research Question 5 is answered positively.

5.3 Comparing Classifiers

Comparing classifiers’ accuracies with all five techniques on both cohorts is depicted below (see Fig. 5). It shows the accuracy results of five classifiers that outperformed the benchmark in terms of accuracy. These findings indicate that using the values of pre-university grades, marks in programming courses, CGPA, gender, internship experience, and family demography of each cohort data may constitute to forecast the career placement probabilities in the programming field with sufficient accuracy. When compared to the other four classifiers, the Classification Tree classifier provides the best accuracy on the cohort 1 dataset, at 95%. K-Nearest Neighbour classifier, in contrast, has the lowest accuracy, i.e., 86%. Similarly, while evaluating the performance of five classifiers on the cohort 2 dataset, here also the Classification Tree classifier performed the best with 97% accuracy, and the Support Vector Machine classifier performed the lowest with 84% accuracy.

![Fig. 5. Classifiers comparison with accuracies](image)

Now the ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristics) analysis on each target class for both cohorts is presented in Appendices C (see Fig.s C1-C3) and D (see Fig.s D1-D3). The ROC curve is one of the most significant assessment indicators for evaluating the performance of any classification model. ROC curves are commonly used to depict the relationship/trade-off among both clinical sensitivity and specificity for each potential cut-off for a test or a set of tests in a graphical format. Furthermore, the area under the ROC curve provides insight into the value of applying the test(s) in question.

The best acceptable cut-off for a test is determined using ROC curves. The best cut-off has the lowest false positive rate and the highest true positive rate. The area under a ROC curve is used to compare the effectiveness of tests since it is a measure of the usefulness of a test in general, with a larger area indicating a more valuable test [33]. The ROC curve is a graph that includes the following information:

1 – Specificity = false positive fraction $= \frac{FP}{(FP+TN)}$ is shown on the x-axis.

The Sensitivity = true positive fraction $= \frac{TP}{(TP+FN)}$ is shown on the y-axis.

The Fig.s show that the dotted diagonal line in the middle represents the ROC curve of a random classifier and the colored ROC curves there correspond to the input classifiers. The test is more efficient if the ROC curve is closer to the upper left corner. The further away the ROC curve is from the random line, the greater the area under the curve and, therefore, the better the
classifier performs. Figs. C1 and D1 show that the performance line is positioned in between a range of 0.9 to 1.0. Here the classifiers performed optimally with the target probability of 56% in cohort 1 and 60% in cohort 2 relating to class "Good".

Fig. C2 shows that the performance line is positioned in between a range of 0.4 to 0.5, where the classifiers are also performed optimally with the target probability of 16% for the class "Satisfactory" relating to cohort 1. Similarly, Fig. D2 shows that the performance line is positioned in between a range of 0.5 to 0.6, where the classifiers are also performed optimally with the target probability of 14% for the class "Satisfactory" relating to cohort 2. Fig. C3 shows that the performance line is positioned in between a range of 0.7 to 0.8, where the classifiers are too performed optimal with the target probability of 28% for the class "Poor" relating to cohort 1. Similarly, the two instances of Satisfactory are misclassified as Poor for cohort 2. The misclassified instances are highlighted in red colour. It is noteworthy the datasets used in this study are balanced datasets with an equal number of instances in each
dataset. The maximum accuracy is found in well-represented classes like 'Good'.

**Table 2**

Confusion Matrices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification Tree</th>
<th>Cohort 1 Forecast</th>
<th>Cohort 2 Forecast</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
<td>Satisfactory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfactory</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>19</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Naïve Bayes</th>
<th>Forecast</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>Satisfactory</th>
<th>Poor</th>
<th>Forecast</th>
<th>Satisfactory</th>
<th>Poor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Good</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfactory</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Support Vector Machine</th>
<th>Forecast</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>Satisfactory</th>
<th>Poor</th>
<th>Forecast</th>
<th>Satisfactory</th>
<th>Poor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Good</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfactory</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>k-Nearest Neighbor</th>
<th>Forecast</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>Satisfactory</th>
<th>Poor</th>
<th>Forecast</th>
<th>Satisfactory</th>
<th>Poor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Good</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfactory</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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may be essential to determine what type of student you were — whether you were a hardworking, motivated student or a laggard who was not excelling in their education. With the help of data mining techniques, both programming courses attainments and CGPA have been presented in evidence that can serve as valuable indicators with sufficient accuracy.

The third question deals with forecasting students’ career placement probabilities based on their family demography, including their parent’s occupation, qualifications, and income. According to previous research, family background has been discovered to fundamentally affect the propagation of values, including appropriate career choice, ambition, career orientation, and independence. The results indicate that it is possible to forecast career placement probabilities using a graduate’s family background with sufficient accuracy but with digressions. The fourth question focuses on forecasting the impact of internship experience on the career placement probability in the programming field. The classifier results with sufficient accuracy show that whether or not graduates have had internship experience in computer programming, they are likely to have a good chance of securing a job in the programming field. The fifth question encompasses forecasting gender influence on career aspirations in the programming field. The results indicate that male and female graduates will have a reasonable probability of career advancement in the programming field with sufficient accuracy.

Thus, the present study findings recommend that by employing pre-university grades, programming course grades, CGPA, gender, internship experience, and family demographic data from each cohort, it is possible to forecast career placement possibilities in the programming field with sufficient accuracy using data mining techniques. The Classification Tree outperformed the five classifiers by achieving the highest accuracy on both cohorts’ data analysis. However, several limitations remain, which must be addressed in future research. The course information, for example, is so limited that just only two courses have been considered. The limited set of data affects the accuracy of experimental outcomes. Furthermore, some other data mining techniques or heuristic algorithms can be used to increase the efficiency and accuracy of the experimental outcomes.

6. Conclusion and Future Directions

For anyone’s success, choosing the right career is crucial. To forecast the career placement probabilities specifically in a programming field, there is a need to undertake a lot of historical data analysis and experience-based evaluations of graduates’ information. This research aims to bridge the gap among graduates’ experimental classifications as ‘Good,’ ‘Satisfactory,’ or ‘Poor’ for a career choice in a programming field using existing data mining classification algorithms. In this regard, the present study is novel by addressing five research questions with the goal of giving prospective students the information that might guide them to seek how likely they will have career placement probabilities in a programming field.

The first question involves forecasting students’ career placement probabilities based on their pre-university grades. Incorporating pre-university grades in this study is essential because the initial career direction of any individual begins at the early school or college-level studies. The results reveal that by using pre-university grades, it is possible to forecast career placement probabilities in computer programming with sufficient accuracy. The second question is to identify the attainments in programming courses and CGPA that may be helpful indicators for the successful career placement probabilities in the programming field for graduates. To know better career placement probabilities in the programming field, considering CGPA and the performance in programming courses...
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